MA 224

Final Exam  December 19, 2003  3:20 p.m. – 5:20 p.m.

ALL INSTRUCTORS  LAMBERT FLDHS
LAMBERT FIELDHOUSE FINAL EXAMINATIONS SEATING ARRANGEMENT

Approximate scale: 1" = 30'-0"

Arrange 1430 tablet arm chairs as shown on the floor plan above. Chairs should be spaced four feet back-to-back and four feet side-to-side as shown at right. Fifty-three (53) of these should be left-handed tablet-arm chairs positioned along the north side of the center aisle as the first chair in every row. All chairs should face east. Two instructor tables should be placed at the southeast end and three tables to accommodate students in wheel chairs should be placed at the northeast end. Distribute 28 movable standards in pairs on each side of the center aisle at every fourth row.
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